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Introduction
The project site of Arninge-Ullna is an overwhelming and unique landscape with lots 
of space for dreaming. So that is what we intend to do. We have been impressed 
by the tall trees, and the forest landscape at the bottom of Ullnabacken. This is an 
amazing natural area and a place that should not be destroyed by large, massive 
buildings. Instead, we will build on top of the local green qualities and the existing 
scenography. 

For us the idea of a green corridor was a central concept for this landscape scenery. 
A recreational stream connecting and combining the project site, offices, sports 
facilities and new housing with the rest of the Arninge-Ullna neighborhood.

As you will notice, we have no text on the theme of sustainability. For us the 
project’s sustainable aspects should not just occupy a few lines on a A4 sheet. 
To us sustainability is an aspect that infuses the entire project and is present in all 
chapters and on all scales. From the recycling of materials, to car sharing schemes, 
co-working offices, rainwater protection, social diversity, biodiversity, solar energy, 
climate-houses and recreational connections.

The quarters
The plan is arranged into three neighborhoods, the woodland quarter, the urban 
quarter and the station quarter. This makes it possible to carry out the plan over 
many years and develop one, as well as all three, depending on the needs of the 
future. The quarters offer clusters of housing, working and recreation. They each 
contain a square and a community house where society and village life can unfold. 

The three neighborhoods each contain a series of courtyards where meadows, 
trees, shrubs, orchards and flowers grow very close to facades and terraces. These 
are protected oases with their own microclimate and local identity. In order to 
climate-proof the courtyards, the terrain consists of permeable surfaces, rain beds 
and delay basins. Here rainwater can be led from roofs, pavements, paths and lanes 
and into grass and smaller ditches - being both practical elements and recreational 
places. 

Recreate nature
The project site is a place with a lot of beautiful existing nature and wild forest. It 
contains 200 year old pine trees and old meadow land. There are also ancient burial 
places on the site. This we believe shall have a central place in the re-developed 
area.

It is our intention to preserve nature as much a possible - and adjust the new area 
to its surroundings. A strengthening and recreation of nature. There won’t be grass 
here that has to be maintained with a mowing machine. Instead we will make plenty 
of place for wild growing grasses and flowers, dense bushes and gravel paths under 
the high pine trees. We want to strengthen the existing landscape, using native 
species and ‘wild-on-purpose’-principles. Preferring wild grasses over suburban 
lawns and squared hedges. The new area should be designed on nature’s terms. 

We also suggest to lay out a series of sustainable demonstration fields. E.g. with 
solar panels, landscaped surplus soil, rainwater wadi’s, biodiverse education routes 
and blue-green corridors that lead down to the streams and marshes in the southern 
nature reserve. An attractive landscape that plays with rainwater and at the same 
time secures the area for extreme rainfall. In this way the project site in Arninge-Ullna 
becomes a sustainable landscape, that combines technical solutions of circularity 
(water, energy and materials) with social and recreational qualities, creating a place 
of experience and education.
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Architecture 
We are inspired by the existing structures in the area, the industrial buildings, 
the straight rows and the large structures - We propose using flexible and open 
frameworks that easily adapt to the changing cycles of use and maintenance. This 
facilitates a circular way of building and contributes to a resilient neighborhood that 
can accommodate the changing urban programs and lifestyles of the people who 
inhabit them.

We also make many places to dream and hide: roof top-ups, bay windows, atriums, 
pergolas and garden houses that bloom year round with tomato plants and greenery. 
And then there are the roofs with solar cells and vegetation, because we want the 
sustainable initiatives to be an integrated part of the architecture. Not as something 
you add-on, but visible and beautiful.

Prefab 
All new construction is based on the principle of affordable and sustainable housing, 
where large amounts of cheap housing are produced. This means that all units 
are made of prefabricated timber construction and assembled on site. The facade 
cladding is part of the prefabricated module and could be timber, brick or plating. 
Because of the flexible timber construction a great playfulness in the facades is 
possible, to ensure a lively and attractive look. This flexibility also allows for easy 
combining, altering and extending of the different work/live units. Module sizes are 
adjusted to transport by truck to ensure a fast and cheap construction method.
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